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ABSTRACT
One of the most pressing usability issues in the design
of web sites is that of how to improve navigation and
search. We are conducting a series of usability studies
to address this problem, focusing on web sites that con-
sist of large collections of loosely organized information.
This article describes our method and presents prelim-
inary results which suggest that use of faceted meta-
data can be useful both for the initial stages of highly
constrained search and for the intermediate stages of
less constrained browsing tasks. We also find that users
state an interest in using different search interface types
to support different search strategies.

INTRODUCTION
Although general Web search is steadily improving [14],
studies show that search is still the primary usability
problem in web site design. A recent report by Vivi-
dence Research analyzing 69 web sites found that the
most common usability problem was poorly organized
search results, affecting 53% of sites studied. The sec-
ond most common problem was poor information archi-
tecture, affecting 32% of sites [12].

There have been few usability studies that reveal how
to build effective web site search interfaces, despite the
fact that the essence of navigating a website is the inter-
play between hyperlinks and search results. To address
this gap, we are engaged in a series of usability studies
whose goal is to develop empirically grounded recom-
mendations for this problem. We are also developing a
suite of software tools that allow for the flexible design
of different variations of the user interface, to facilitate
comparison and isolation of the effects of particular fea-
tures. Although we have hypotheses about which in-
terfaces should work best and why (informed by several
years experience in designing and evaluating search user

interfaces) this setup allows us to determine objectively
and systematically which features work well, and which
do not.

Currently we are examining how metadata can be used
to tie search results into the information architecture of
a web site [7]. Metadata is used both to create the nav-
igation structure of the web site and to organize search
results. It is also used for suggesting, via query pre-
views [10], the next steps a user might take within a
search session.

Below we describe how metadata can be used in search
interfaces, our methodology for assessing web site search
interfaces, and the results of a small usability study that
compared three interfaces: a standard search form, a
search form with faceted metadata, and a browsing in-
terface that makes use of faceted metadata and dynamic
query previews. Our initial results suggest that for some
tasks, the metadata-based approaches are superior to
the standard search form, and furthermore suggest that
users prefer different search interface types for different
search strategies.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEARCH PROCESS

Many researchers have observed that there are several
different types of search goals, engendering different types
of search strategies [9]. The logical extension of this
idea, recognized by this research effort, is that different
interfaces are suited to different types of search strate-
gies. Indeed, our initial results support this hypothesis.
In particular, “known-item” searches and highly con-
strained searches tend to work better with a keyword-
based search interface, whereas less constrained or more
open-ended tasks tend to work better with interfaces
that support navigating the information structure, or a
combination of keyword querying and navigation. This
need to differentiate the search interface according to the
search strategy has long been suspected, but few inter-
faces have been promoted that support multiple types
of search behavior (for a review of studies of this kind,
and of search user interfaces in general, see [6]).

Another frequently mentioned inadequacy of search user
interfaces is their inability to support the intermediate
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stages of search. Like the game of chess, the search pro-
cess has an opening, a middlegame, and an endgame.
The choice of a chess opening is very important, well-
studied, and has a profound effect on the overall struc-
ture of the game. The endgame is well-defined in terms
of the pieces and positions necessary to deliver check-
mate. The middlegame is more difficult to character-
ize and requires a flexible, opportunistic combination of
tactics and strategies.

The opening in a web search user interface usually con-
sists of one of the following: one or more entry fields in
which the user can type query terms; a set of hyperlinks
that allow navigation within subsets of the collection; or
a set of checkboxes and list boxes that allow specification
of constraints for the items to be selected. The endgame
usually consists of the detailed display of the content of
one or a few items – an article, a web page describing a
product, or a small set of images, for example.

The middlegame that links these two is generally not
well understood. The standard search interface mid-
dlegame is the rank-ordered display of a list of items
which match the query to some degree. This one-shot,
stateless approach can be adequate for well-constrained
tasks, but there is general agreement that current search
interfaces do not support intermediate results well [4].
It is often argued that richer interfaces are needed for
situations in which users are less certain of what they
are looking for, and to help users learn about the col-
lection and the subject matter as the session progresses
[1, 8].

One of the questions we are attempting to answer is
how best to support the middlegame – the intermediate
stages of a search session. We are doing this by com-
paring different approaches and by probing the partici-
pants’ mental state while engaged in the process. This
includes asking questions about whether or not the par-
ticipants feel they know where to go next, how confident
they are about the path they are currently pursuing,
how often they back up or get empty results, and other
metrics.

We are also investigating the notion of “scent” for the
design of web site information architectures. We can
draw an analogy between the process of hunting for in-
formation and the process of tracking an animal. If the
scent disappears, the trail grows cold, and we are no
longer sure where to go next. Within web site naviga-
tion structures, a site has good scent if the user always
has an idea of what link to click on next, given where
they currently are and what their goal currently is. As
long as it is clear which step to take next, the user will
not become disoriented or frustrated. Jared Spool ar-
gues that the number of links a users needs to follow
to find some information is less important than whether

item: A piece of content in a collection.
metadata: The classification data about a particular
item, usually expressed as a set of attributes.
attribute: A predicate about a particular item, such as
“costs $57” or “was painted in 1923”.
facet: A subjective category under which attributes are
organized, such as “price” or “period” or “location”.
(Attributes are intrinsic, whereas facets are designed.)
facet value: An attribute in the context of a particular
facet. For example, “less than $100” could be an allowed
value of the “price” facet for an item that costs $57.
flat facet: A facet whose values are organized in a list.
hierarchical facet: A facet whose values are organized
in a hierarchy.

Table 1: Terminology used throughout the paper.

or not the scent is adequate at all stages of the search
[13]. Work at Xerox PARC is also studying the role of
scent in web user interface design [3]. However, these
researchers study log files of existing web sites to try to
infer users’ tasks and the paths they take to reach their
goals.

Our research, in contrast, consists of live usability stud-
ies in which the participants’ goals are known and dif-
ferent interfaces are compared directly. Thus we can
ask questions about which interface type is preferred, or
more effective, for each type of task.

USING METADATA TO INTEGRATE SEARCH AND NAVI-
GATION
Previous research suggests that users often wish to see
the results of a keyword search organized in some man-
ner. Many researchers have applied text clustering to re-
trieval results; this method is attractive from the point
of view of implementation, because the groupings can
be determined automatically. Unfortunately, studies
show that ordinary users find the results of clustering
to be difficult to interpret. Instead, they prefer the pre-
dictable organization of category hierarchies [11, 2].

A different way to organize search results is to arrange
them according to categorical metadata [7]. Much work
has been done on automating the mapping of query
terms into metadata categories, for example, converting
the query “heart attack” into the pre-defined term “my-
ocardial infarction,” and thus increasing the likelihood
of making relevant matches [5]. However, here we are
interested in a different problem; namely, how to use the
metadata directly in the web site user interface, both as
a starting point for the search and as a structure upon
which to organize the results of a keyword-based query.
Table 1 defines metadata and related terminology used
throughout the rest of this article.

Content-oriented category metadata has become more
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prevalent in the last few years, and many people are in-
terested in standards for describing content in various
fields. Web directories such as Yahoo and the Open Di-
rectory Project are familiar examples of the use of meta-
data for navigation structures. Web search engines have
begun to interleave search hits on category labels with
other search results. In addition to the web as a whole,
many individual collections already have rich metadata
assigned to their contents; for example, biomedical jour-
nal articles have on average have a dozen or more con-
tent attributes attached to them.

Usage of metadata for organizing content collections can
be classified in a few ways. It is worth calling attention
to a number of properties that may be present or not
present in a metadata classification system.

• First, the metadata may be faceted, that is, com-
posed of orthogonal sets of categories. For exam-
ple, in the domain of architectural images, some
possible facets might be Materials (concrete, brick,
wood, etc.), Styles (Baroque, Gothic, Ming, etc.),
View Types (interior view, exterior view, etc.),
People (architects, artists, developers, etc.), Lo-
cations, Periods, and so on.

• Second, the metadata (or an individual facet) may
be hierarchical (“located in Berkeley, California,
United States”) or flat (“by Ansel Adams”).

• Third, the metadata (or an individual facet) may
be single-valued or multi-valued. That is, the data
may be constrained so that at most one value can
be assigned to an item (“measures 36 cm tall”) or
it may allow multiple values to be assigned to an
item (“uses oil paint, ink, and watercolor”).

We believe that the full potential for the use of meta-
data in search results has not been realized. We suspect
that, if properly applied, faceted metadata can markedly
improve web site search, especially for large collections
of similar-style items (such as product catalog sites, or
sites consisting of collections of images or text docu-
ments on a topic such as medicine or law). However,
there is little empirical evidence examining when and
how ordinary users find such organizations useful. In
the next section we describe a web site that makes use
of faceted metadata in the search interface in a flexible
manner.

Thus, we are investigating how best to incorporate de-
scriptive metadata into the search process, both in the
initial phrasing of the search and in integration into the
results listings. We are particularly intrigued by the fol-
lowing questions: are flexible reorganizations of meta-
data from different hierarchies preferable to (and as un-
derstandable as) static hierarchies? Are faceted hierar-

chies preferable to strict hierarchies? Should retrieval
results be organized according to the structure of this
kind of metadata, and if so, how? Do people prefer to
follow category-based hyperlinks? Do they prefer to is-
sue a keyword-based query and sort through the results
listings? Are there individual differences? Does the best
method depend on the task at hand?

We note that there are a number of issues associated
with creation of metadata itself which we are not ad-
dressing here. The most pressing problem is how to de-
cide which descriptors are correct or at least most appro-
priate for a collection of information. Another problem
relates to how to assign metadata descriptors to items
that currently do not have metadata assigned. We will
not be addressing these issues, in part because many
other researchers already are, and because the fact re-
mains that there are a number of existing collections
with hierarchical metadata already assigned, usually by
hand but sometimes by semi-automated text categoriza-
tion methods.

EPICURIOUS
We wanted to ensure that the idea of using metadata
to organize search results is a feasible one before writ-
ing code of our own to support this functionality. For
this reason, we began the investigation by using an ex-
isting award-winning web site, called Epicurious, which
contains a large collection of recipes. This is a good
demonstration collection because the meaning of recipes
and their associated metadata are familiar to most peo-
ple. The facets used by Epicurious are Main Ingredient,
Cuisine, Preparation Method, Season/Occassion, and
Course/Dish. Each of these has one level of categories;
for example, categories for Course/Dish include Appe-
tizers, Bread, Desserts, Sandwiches, Sauces, Sides and
Vegetables. The collection contains more than 13,000
recipes.

The Epicurious site provides three interfaces for search-
ing for recipes:

• A Basic Search form that allows users to enter
any number of words and shows the results as a
list of titles in an (apparently) arbitrary order (see
Figure 1).

• An Enhanced Search form that exposes much of
the metadata to the user in the form of check-
boxes and drop-down lists, augmented by text en-
try boxes for keyword terms (see Figure 2). Radio
buttons indicate whether selections within a facet
are to be ANDed or ORed together. There is an
implicit AND across all facet selections. Results
are shown as a list of titles, as in basic search.

• A Browse interface that allows the user to navi-
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Figure 1: The Epicurious Basic search form and re-
sults listing.

gate through the collection, implicitly building up
a query consisting of an AND across facets (see
Figures 3 – 5). Selecting a category within a facet
(e.g., Pasta within Main Ingredient) narrows the
set of recipes shown. At each stage in the process,
the user sees a preview of the number of recipes
that are assigned to each of the remaining (not
yet selected) facets, along with a list of the titles of
matching recipes. For example, after the Pasta in-
gredient has been selected, the Cuisine facet of the
Browse interface shows that 202 of the 694 recipes
are Italian, 58 are Asian, 5 are Middle Eastern,
and so on. The user can choose to switch the pre-
view to the Preparation facet, which reveals that
234 recipes are Quick, 117 are Saute, 7 are Grill,
and so on. If the user selects Saute, the results
are refined to include only those recipes that have
been assigned this preparation style. Now the in-
terface shows the results according to a different
facet. If the current view is Cuisine, the user sees
that for Italian style recipes, the number has been
reduced from 694 to 35. The user may also enter
keywords within an entry form to search within
the refined results, but the results of a search are
shown as a list of titles without any associated pre-
view information; thus running a query ends the
ability to view results organized by metadata (see
Figure 5). Finally, the user can see the history of
selected facets and keywords in a “breadcrumb”
shown at the top of the interface (e.g., Pasta >
Saute > Italian).

The Browse interface has some interesting characteris-

Figure 2: The Epicurious Enhanced search form.

Figure 3: The opening of the Epicurious browse inter-
face.
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Figure 4: A view of the middlegame of the Epicurious
Browse interface after one refinement operation.

Figure 5: A view of the middlegame of the Epicurious
Browse interface after another refinement operation.

Figure 6: The results of searching within a Browse
session.

Figure 7: An illustration of the architecture of meta-
data use and query previews in the Epicurious Browse
interface.

tics. Unlike when using standard directories such as
Yahoo, the users can determine the order in which the
facets are selected, and the previews are updated dy-
namically to reflect their choices. Each selection of a
category from a facet narrows the result set, imposing
an implicit AND across facets. To expand the query,
the user in essence has to back up, either by selecting
an earlier state from the history-based “breadcrumb” at
the top of the display, or using the Back button. Users
can also switch the view while holding the result set con-
stant, thus viewing the same subcollection according to
different facets. However, as Figure 7 shows, users can-
not select multiple items from within one facet when
using Browse mode (although they can do this in En-
hanced Search).

This design choice makes the interface simpler than one
that allows the users to select more than one item from
each facet; however, it has the consequence of sometimes
forcing users to do a keyword search within the Browse
interface, since recipe search often benefits from specify-
ing more than one ingredient. The search-within-results
interface does not group the resulting recipes according
to the metadata previews. We suspect that this is a
flaw in the design of the system, and that users would
prefer that the results would be grouped according to
the metadata previews.

Finally, Epicurious simplifies the browsing-through- meta-
data problem by limiting each facet to only one level of
hierarchy. The Dish facet, for example, has only one
level, so that Desserts and Cookies are shown at the
same level of description, and there is no Cakes cate-
gory. This can be problematic, as past research shows
that users are sensitive to this kind of blurring of lev-
els [2], but the lack of hierarchy within facets greatly
simplifies the interface design.
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THE USABILITY STUDY
Study Goals
In this study we compared the three Epicurious inter-
faces. We wanted to know if the Browse interface is un-
derstood by users, if users like it, if they switch among
the views, if they find the previews helpful. We also
wanted to determine if users find different interfaces
useful for different types of tasks. After some pilot test-
ing, we hypothesized that the Enhanced Search interface
would be more useful for highly constrained tasks, while
the Browse interface would be more useful for open-
ended, less constrained tasks. Finally, we wanted to
develop hypotheses about how to best design search in-
terfaces of this kind.

Method
A total of nine people participated in this pilot study, all
of whom use the Internet on a regular basis to search for
information, but otherwise vary widely in terms of their
technical ability. Seven of the nine study participants
were women, and all participants ranged in age from
early 20s to late 40s. Motivated in part by Spool’s ex-
hortation to ensure that participants in a usability study
actually care about what they are looking for [13], we
made sure that all of the participants were interested in
cooking and finding recipes. They were paid $12/hour
for their participation.

Procedure
We asked participants to use the Epicurious interfaces
before coming to the test session, thus allowing them
to formulate opinions about the interfaces on their own,
in their own environments and at their own pace. This
helped to reduce the artificiality and pressure that may
accompany testing an interface in a session with usabil-
ity testers watching. We asked participants to complete
three “treasure hunt” tasks (one task with each of the
three interfaces) and then e-mail the recipes to the test
facilitators. (A treasure hunt task is one in which the
user is given the goal of finding a particular kind of
recipe. For example, “Look for a recipe for a grilled
chicken sandwich” or “Look for potato salad recipes.”)

Next, participants came to our lab for the test session.
Realistic study of search interfaces is difficult to con-
duct in a lab setting because of the problem of moti-
vation [13]. If participants are not motivated to look
for an item and are simply fulfilling a task requirement,
then they are likely to be satisfied with the first set of
results they find, rather than persevering to find items
they truly want. To address this problem, which sur-
faced during our pilot user tests, we modified our testing
protocol in two ways. First, we had participants gener-
ate their own search goals. The facilitator began by
asking several general questions about the participant’s
cooking habits and use of recipe websites. Then the

facilitator worked with participants to develop one or
two scenarios describing situations in which they would
be likely to search for new recipes, and to name three
types of dishes they would like to prepare for the given
scenarios. (To maintain a level of experimental control,
the facilitator guided the participants to develop scenar-
ios that would be appropriate for testing.) The second
method for motivating participants was allowing them
to save the recipes they found while searching. (We
promised to create a formatted booklet of each partic-
ipant’s recipes.) Through these two simple techniques,
the participants became highly motivated in a realistic
setting.

Participants then used the Epicurious website to con-
duct searches for the dishes specified during the scenario-
building step. Participants searched for each dish three
times, once using each of the three different interfaces
(Basic, Enhanced, Browse). The order of use of the
search interfaces was randomized.

Whenever a participant received a set of intermediate
results, they were asked if they felt as though they were
getting closer, further away, or not changing position
in relation to their search objectives. The facilitator
recorded the number of recipes in each set of intermedi-
ate results.

After participants had completed a search, the facilita-
tor asked questions about their level of satisfaction with
the results, as well as what they liked, disliked, and
wished to change about that search method.

In addition to the self-generated searches, participants
also completed several structured tasks, using the two
metadata-based interfaces (Enhanced and Browse). The
structured tasks varied in terms of the level of constraint
and the number of results required. An example of
a high-constraint, single-result task is “Find a recipe
for cooking a grilled eggplant sandwich with cheese.”
An example of a low-constraint, multiple-results task
is “Your kitchen is being remodeled and for the next
month, you will only have access to a grill for cooking.
Find some recipes you can make this month.” The par-
ticipants were also given four hypothetical tasks, with
different levels of constraint, and asked which interface
they would prefer to use for searching.

Finally, the facilitator conducted a post-test interview,
asking participants about the likelihood of using the
Epicurious website and each of the three interfaces in
the future. The interview also focused on specific sys-
tem features, asking if users noticed the features and, if
so, how helpful they felt them to be.

Measures

The independent variables for the study were as follows:
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1. Epicurious Interface (Basic vs. Enhanced vs. Browse)
2. Task type (known-item search vs. browsing for
inspiration

3. Degree of constraint of query
4. Number of results required (one vs. many)

The dependent variables are discussed in the results sec-
tion.

Results and Discussion
Our results fall into three categories: participants’ un-
derstanding of metadata, their use of metadata, and
their preferences for different interfaces. We also use our
study findings to profile the three interfaces we tested
and to offer design recommendations for improving each
one’s effectiveness.

Understanding of Metadata
From the perspective of the search interface designer,
metadata-based search is very different from keyword-
based search. From the user’s perspective, however,
there is often no difference between searching with key-
words and or with metadata. Some interfaces reveal the
difference between keyword and metadata but most do
not. Two examples show this confusion in the mind of
our test participants. One participant attempted to use
“kosher” as a keyword and received a recipe for a creamy
chicken dish with bacon (which included “kosher salt”
as an ingredient). The participant was understandably
confused and subsequently distrustful of the keyword
search. In this case, the participant really needed to use
the word “kosher” as a recipe descriptor (or metadata).

Several participants were also confused by the keyword
search box in the Enhanced interface. Typically partici-
pants would enter a query in it (e.g., sandwiches) in the
search box, and then notice the same word as a check-
box option further down on the page. Participants were
unsure if they should type the keyword and check the
box or do both.

We think that the above two examples illustrate that,
from the user’s perspective, using keywords and meta-
data are very similar ways of constraining a search. For
this reason, although our primary interest is in the use
of metadata to constrain search, we have not separated
metadata usage and keyword usage in the analysis be-
low.

In addition, a few participants wanted more explana-
tion of the metadata’s meaning. For example, two par-
ticipants were interested in the fat content and nutri-
tional value of each recipe they viewed; they wanted
to know exactly how checking “low-fat” would restrict
their search results.

It is important to note that a metadata-based search
interface can only be as good as the metadata behind

Figure 8: Number of constraints used on average, per
search, for each interface type.

it. We had several participants who were interested in
facets that the metadata did not support. For such
users, determining the appropriate metadata becomes
a guessing game, and keyword search becomes the most
effective strategy.

Use of Metadata
We asked participants to stop searching as soon as they
felt satisfied that they had a reasonable set of results.
While the three interfaces provided different ways of set-
ting constraints, we wanted to learn if there was a differ-
ence in the total number of constraints set per search.
(To determine the number of constraints for all three
interfaces, we counted all keywords used and facets se-
lected.)

Figure 8 indicates that in order to reach their goals, par-
ticipants needed to apply more constraints to the En-
hanced interface than the Browse interface. The high
usage of constraints in Enhanced search was due to the
fact that the search screen offered 9 facets, with a to-
tal of 68 options. Participants were initially excited
about this degree of control, and began their searches
by checking many boxes. 27% of the time participants
constrained their search too much and received empty
result sets. (By contrast, for Basic Search, participants
received empty results only 12% of the time, and for
Browse they received empty results only 4% of the time,
from searching within results.)

Most likely in order to avoid empty results sets, for the
Enhanced Search interface, participants soon learned to
reduce the number of constraints per query. The aver-
age number of constraints for the first query the first
time a participant used Enhanced Search was 5.13, as
compared to the average number of constraints in the
first query of subsequent searches (3.39).

Preferences for Search Interfaces
Overall Preferences: When asked which search method
they preferred best, the participants were divided fairly
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equally: 4 preferred Enhanced Search, while the other
5 preferred Browse. This can be explained by the fact
that people indicated similar levels of satisfaction with
the Browse and Enhanced interfaces (see Table 2)

Interface Very Satis. Satis. Neither Dissatis
Basic 32% 50% 9% 9%
Enhanced 43% 43% 4% 9%
Browse 35% 52% 4% 9%

Table 2: Satisfaction with Search Results

The satisfaction results for all three search types are
high. We think that this is partly due to the fact that
Epicurious is an award-winning site and since most of
our participants liked cooking they were simply happy
to have discovered Epicurious.

Task-Based Preferences: We were also interested in find-
ing out if the participants found particular search inter-
faces more suitable for particular tasks. Towards the
end of the testing phase, we presented participants with
hypothetical search scenarios, and asked them which
interface they would like to use. We had varied the
hypothetical scenarios in terms of the degree of con-
straint. Table 3 shows preferences for various interfaces
as a function of task constraint. Participants preferred
the Enhanced interface for high constraint tasks, and
the Browse interface for low constraint tasks. Only one
participant preferred the Basic Search interface for the
High Constraint task. This result indicates that par-
ticipants understand the value of different interfaces for
different tasks even after a short (one-hour) testing ses-
sion. Also, participants were almost unanimous in this
judgment. We think that this finding illustrates that dif-
ferent metadata-based search interfaces are needed for
different search strategies.

Basic Enhanced Browse
Low Constraint 0 1 8
High Constraint 1 8 2

Table 3: Preference for Interface as a Function of Task
Type.

Reaction to System Features: We asked the participants
about particular aspects of the interface-whether they
noticed the features, and if so, the degree to which they
found the features to be helpful while searching. Ta-
ble 4 presents the summary of the participants’ reac-
tion to specific system features. It is interesting to note
that only one participant found search options such as
“Boolean queries” and “exact phrases” useful, and only
two participants found useful the “may include” and
“must include” options. The only feature that some
participants felt interfered with the search process was
the “set all criteria from one screen option” from the En-
hanced search interface. This may be related to the fre-

quency with which overly-constrained Enhanced searches
returned empty results.

Interaction Profiles for the Three Interfaces
Basic Search Interface

The Epicurious Basic Search interface operated simi-
larly to a typical search engine interface, and most par-
ticipants found it easy to use. As the satisfaction data
shows, participants liked this interface. However, they
also recognized its limitations, since when we asked about
task-based preferences for low and high constraint tasks,
only one participant thought it was more suitable than
either Enhanced Search or Browse.

The Basic Search interface of Epicurious was very lim-
ited since it did not offer any sort of a middlegame.
Participants were only allowed to generate new queries
and accept or reject the results set. The Back button
was the only “refine search” option available.

We think that Basic Search can offer an easy entry point
into metadata-based search interfaces. It is an interface
that users are familiar with, and allows one to start the
search without much though. However, the middlegame
for Basic Search should offer options to make up for its
impoverished opening.

Enhanced Search Interface

Using multiple constraints: The Epicurious Enhanced Search
interface encourages the use of many constraints. Par-
ticipants tried out an average of 9.5 constraints (in-
cluding keywords) during each Enhanced Search session.
With all of the metadata choices set before them in a
menu, participants felt obliged to check two or more
boxes. This constrained the search, so that it frequently
resulted in empty results. The participants would re-
turn to the enhanced screen and gradually strip away
constraints until an acceptable number of results were
returned. Some participants found this very frustrat-
ing; others did not seem to mind. As the Table above
shows, participants ended up with empty results 28% of
the time.

Time: The average time per search was 168 seconds.
This was longer than that for Browse and Basic search
though the differences were not statistically significant.
A possible reason for this result is that it took partic-
ipants longer to carefully develop queries for the En-
hanced interface. Average time per step was also the
highest for Enhanced Search (68 seconds). However it
required fewer steps than Browse.

Perception of Control: Our hypothesis is that Basic Search,
Enhanced Search and Browse lead to different percep-
tions of control. A number of participants mentioned
that one of the reasons they liked the Enhanced Search
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Did not notice Helpful Not Helpful Interfered
Browse: Query previews 1 5 1 –
Enhanced & Browse: Having a complete list of ingredients – 7 1 –
Browse: Search within results – 6 1 –
Browse: Refine using hyperlinks 2 5 – –
Enhanced: Set all criteria from one screen – 3 2 2
Enhanced: “May include” & “must include” options 1 2 4 –
Basic/Enhanced: “All words,” “any words,” “exact phrase,” 3 1 3 –
and “Boolean” options

Table 4: Responses to Specific Features.

Interface was the degree of control it offered. It allowed
them to choose the specific facets they were interested
in (by clicking the checkboxes). Another reason for the
feeling of control might be that changing a search or
starting a new one were only one click away from the
results page.

We think that the Enhanced Search interface can be an
intuitive and powerful interface. However, it is impor-
tant to incorporate some kind of a feedback mechanism
into this interface so that participants are informed if
their searches are going to lead to empty results. Part
of the problem is that search forms (both Basic and En-
hanced) do not offer any insight into the dataset being
searched. As such the user has no way to learn about
the dataset except by trial and error.

One possible remedy is for the interface to offer some
constraint-specific feedback, perhaps in the form of query
previews. Another possible design solution would be to
offer fewer facets in the first search form, and use the
remaining facets to organize the search results. Another
problem with the Epicurious Enhanced Search interface
was that it did not offer any way to do error correction.
When participants choose too many or too few facets,
they must go back to the start screen to make revisions.
A strong middlegame could allow users to revise or to
refine a query without having to start over entirely.

Browse Interface

The Epicurious Browse interface had a much stronger
middle game than the Basic / Enhanced Search inter-
face. Participants could start off by choosing one facet.
Once they had made that initial choice, they had a whole
range of options in front of them. They could search
within results, backtrack a step, refine, and switch facets.
Participants made use of all these options, though some
were more easily understood than others.

Searching within Results: Participants chose that option
frequently (31% of the time). This is the most easily
understood option.

Backtracking: Participants could go back using either
the Back button or the breadcrumb. In most cases par-

ticipants used the Back button; the breadcrumb was
clicked on only a few times. Generally the back button
was used to go back a step or two and then the results
were refined again using a different facet.

Switching Facets: Epicurious also offers the users to
switch facets, in effect allowing them to view the same
set of results from according to query previews for dif-
ferent facets. Initially participants did not notice or
understand this feature until they had used the Browse
interface a number of times. However, once they under-
stood the feature they found it very useful.

The Epicurious Browse interface presents a very effec-
tive, well-designed example of a search middlegame, and
we suspect that the Basic and Enhanced Search inter-
face could be improved by incorporating some of the
middlegame features from the Browse interface (such as
organizing the output after searching within results).

However, there are a number of issues that this inter-
face does not address. The most pressing issue is that
of handling faceted metadata for which each facet is hi-
erarchical.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The results of this preliminary study suggest that a
metadata-based interface with dynamically generated
metadata-based query previews can be an effective in-
terface for navigating and searching large collections of
loosely linked information. They also suggest that users
recognize the utility of switching to the search interface
that best supports the most appropriate search strat-
egy. Finally, they suggest that, at least for a coherent
collection like recipes, the use of metadata both to for-
mulate the query and to navigate intermediate results
is a promising avenue for the design of search user in-
terfaces, and superior to standard keyword-based search
paired with lists of results.

The study is too small to draw certain conclusions from;
in particular, conclusions about preferences overall. Fur-
thermore, the nature of the Epicurious site leaves us
with many unanswered questions. The collection and
metadata are of only moderate size, and the metadata
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Figure 9: A view of a metadata-centric interface for
architectural images.

is organized into flat facets. Furthermore, users can-
not select multiple items from one facet while in Browse
mode, and little support is given for expansion of the
search. We are interested in learning how to make this
kind of approach scale to very large collections (thus re-
quiring hierarchical metadata facets), supporting selec-
tion of multiple items from multiple facets, supporting
search expansion as well as refinement, and examining
richer information needs.

For these reasons, we are in the midst of conducting an-
other, larger study, using software developed ourselves,
to allow us to directly contrast different interface fea-
tures. (Figure 9 shows one of the interfaces being com-
pared.) Although the software should work with any
collection for which faceted metadata is available, the
initial test collection consists of over 40,000 images from
an architecture slide library, and the tasks are designed
to be realistic from the point of view of an architect’s in-
formation seeking needs. Each slide has approximately
10 items of metadata assigned it, and the metadata hi-
erarchy contains several thousand terms and nine facets.
These studies should further our understanding of how
to improve web site search user interfaces.
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